
CBA Committee Meeting 
Location: Argenziano School, Library 
Date: 26 February 2018 
Attendance: Peter Insley, Joe Beckmann, Van Hardy, Michele Hansen, Rene Mardones, 
Ann Camara, Bill Cavellini, Ben Bradlow 
 
Ben: primary purpose is to generate a proposal for the timeline to get to negotiations 
Michele: The lack of the MEPA submission suggests that shovels will not necessarily be in 
the ground by May. 
Bill: Statements from the developer and the planning office have generally suggested that 
they would like to start sometime in 2018. “Construction season” is not necessarily in the 
spring, but could be even in the fall. They could, in theory, file for a MEPA waiver. This 
seems unlikely, but it is possible. 
Joe: There are a lot of overlapping projects, such as the sewer upgrades. These could start 
soon before the actual US2-led construction. 
Bill: The most discrete deadline is when the D2 block construction begins. If Nunziato 
upgrades require an environmental approval, and the city gets it, that should not affect 
D2 construction. 
Michele: They could potentially get a waiver just for D2. 
Bill: Because D2 is part of a bigger project, this might be less likely. US2 may also not do 
anything until a contract at the Union Square MBTA station construction is finalized. 
Van: Would be good to have a timeline of all planned work on MBTA, US2 
development, etc. 
Ben: Let’s focus down on the timeline for preparing ourselves, which we can control. 
Joe: MBTA costs seem less than predicted — can we recover some of that? 
Michele: Do we need three SMART workshops? 
Bill: I would like to shorten this process. The data will be presented without value 
judgments on 15 March to a Council meeting. Membership will react. CBA committee 
should incorporate these reactions and make recommendations to the Board. There’s a 
second issue, which is that there will likely be a lot of asks and when you add it all up, it 
won’t be realistic. The question is how do we get to these broad asks to more specific set 
of recommendations. 
Ann: After a workshop and recommendations, we will need time to absorb these. 
Van: I don’t want this to be geared towards preparing an adversarial approach. We can 
take an interest-based approach. Eg. “You want to make it profit. We want affordable 
housing. What is the best way to realize these joint goals together?” 
Peter: But why would they negotiate in good faith? 
Van: We have to use public pressure to create the right atmosphere for more constructive 
interest-based bargaining. Have to choose a strategy. 
Peter: We have to know something about US2’s financials. 
Bill: a few steps: 

— Data presentation 
— CBA committee recommendation #1 
— CBA committee recommendation that incorporates a more realistic and 

synthesized set of asks 
Joe: There is a likelihood of an adversarial negotiation, given the fact that CAC didn’t 
even select this developer. 



Peter: We don’t even know much about the financials of the developer. 
Ben: My overwhelming sense is that everyone on the Council, CBA summits, and prior 
promises has been moving towards an interest-based approach, understanding that we 
have goals and that we will have to negotiate on those goals. 
Bill: There are some issues that may have a clear mutual interest (eg. open space), while 
others will not. 
Peter: We don’t know, for example, how quickly US2 tends to flip properties. 
Bill: Another example is how much importance they put on labor peace and union 
project agreement. 
Rene: Has the Neighborhood Council sent a letter to US2? 
Bill: US2 sent a letter that basically said that it acknowledges the election and that it looks 
forward to working with the Council. It didn’t say that they are going to negotiate the 
CBA with us. 
Rene: We could ask for a MOU with US2. We also have a group of law students at 
Northeastern working on best practices for CBAs in Massachusetts. 
Bill: We do have the skeleton of an outline of a process. The key is to establish a process 
whereby we have a clear approach to choosing our priorities. The CBA committee should 
at some point be ranking and suggesting these. These need to be whittled down into 
something that becomes progressively more detailed. 
 
Proposal: 

— draft report sent on 13 March 
— draft report discussed on 15 March 
— broad category recommendations by 5 April 
— negotiating team selected by 15 April 
— specific recommendations by 26 April 

o vote to be taken on the specific asks of the developer 
— then two weeks of training for the negotiating team 

 
Key tasks: 

— recognition by the City 
— negotiating committee selected 
— negotiating recommendations are agreed 

  


